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<titleabbrev>Quality Profile</titleabbrev>

1. Test coverage reports

There are no reports on this component.

2. Code analysis reports

There are no reports on this component.

3. Outstanding bugs

See a bugzilla¹ query on Toolkit Internals->globus_common to list the bugs outstanding.

4. Bug Fixes

• Fixed a problem with large (>4GB) file support on newer Linux distributions. See Bug 6348² for more info.

See a bugzilla³ query on Toolkit Internals->globus_common to list bugs previously fixed.

5. Performance reports

There are no reports on this component.

---

¹ http://bugzilla.globus.org/globus/query.cgi
² http://bugzilla.globus.org/globus/show_bug.cgi?id=6348
³ http://bugzilla.globus.org/globus/query.cgi